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obby Barzi proudly calls
himself Chief Dada of
fodada, the global forprofit clothing company he founded back
in 2012, based on his desire to fund philanthropic endeavors—both his own and those
of his corporate clients—through the sale of
fodada apparel for men, women, and children. His unique vision serves as a case
study for profit-seeking businesses that
wish to use their success as a platform for
philanthropic efforts.
Barzi designed a business model that
directs the profits from purchases at
fodada.com, the company’s online retail
store, into one of fodada’s three health- and
wellness-oriented campaigns: Dad &
Me, The Red Beanie Bond, and The
Annual Women’s Self Defense Day. “We
wanted to set up a model where, not just a
percentage, but all of our profits fund our
programs first, and any surplus would then
contribute to our business expenses and
future growth,” Barzi says. “We believe this
truly keeps us aligned with why we exist.
Our causes are our No. 1 priority and everything associated with fodada exists to serve
those causes.”
While fodada’s apparel is available for
purchase by individuals, the biggest bang
for the philanthropic buck comes through
large corporate or group orders. Barzi’s
genius is in his innate ability to identify
and understand a company or group’s
apparel needs (and budget), and his knack
for showing his corporate customers the
value of fodada’s philanthropic bent. When fodada receives a
request for a bulk order of custom gear, the buyers appreciate that
revenue generated from the sale will benefit fodada’s health- and
wellness-related causes as well as any of their own causes they
may wish to support.
“Each order we receive funds fodada’s programs and also
directs funds toward the purchaser’s charity, whether it be providing meals for families in need, supporting veterans, or funding
research toward eradicating a disease,” Barzi explains. The cost of
collaborating or funding a program is built into the cost of production. “To date, our programs have been attended by more than
10,000 participants in the United States and in 14 countries
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around the globe,” he notes, “at no cost to the participants.”
Fodada currently supplies more than 100 companies and organizations with apparel and gear, including Thumbtack, Edwards
Lifesciences, Sequoia, and Driver.

BECOMING A DADA
Although born in Connecticut, Barzi spent most of his childhood
in his parents’ native Iran before the entire family moved back to
the United States when Barzi was 12 years old. Throughout his
youth, his devotion to family and his admiration for his father
were a powerful part of his day-to-day life and the Persian culture.
“My dad is undoubtedly my hero,” Barzi shares. “His sacrifices,

and his love for us, have been a driving force in
everything I do.”
Barzi studied economics at the University of
California, Irvine, eventually becoming vice
president of operations for hiSoft, a multinational IT consulting firm, where he oversaw
U.S. and European channels of operations
during his 12 years at the firm. He says his
light-bulb moment for his Dad & Me idea
came in 2008 when he became a father for the
first time. “I was instantly passionate
about all that fatherhood meant for me,”
recalls the father of Pierce, 8, and Royce,
5. “That includes both the effort fatherhood demanded and the opportunities it
provided as a ‘club member’ in this community of other dads like me.” In time,
Barzi decided to put all his professional
and personal efforts into celebrating the
role of fathers in general and fostering
their connection to their children.
First launched in 2015, fodada’s Dad &
Me is the company’s signature wellness
initiative dedicated to supporting and promoting father-and-child interaction—after
all, as Barzi can personally attest to, a strong
father/child bond helps create a healthy
well-being for both. Barzi has made it his
mission to fund and host activities for families around the globe that cultivate a community of like-minded dads.
“The sale of fodada clothing, as well as corporate
gear for businesses, funds no-cost Dad & Me programming from science and athletic camps to simple ‘how-tostyle-hair’ workshops that all
promote father-child bonding,” he says. Barzi develops
activities he believes will deepen
relationships between family members as well as strengthen the connection between families and their
communities. Ever health-conscious,
Barzi also ensures that the programs
he offers will raise awareness about the
importance of physical activity, and
the vital need for dads and everyone
involved to adopt a healthy lifestyle.
His efforts are working. By partici-

pating in free events like yoga, family
hikes, or academic camps, fathers and
their children find common ground
through spending quality time together.
“With every activity, we strive to include
elements of social engagement, education, physical activity, and service,” he
notes. By doing this, kids begin to associate fun and rewarding experiences with
their dad, which ultimately nurtures a
strong, life-long bond.
“This year we are expanding the Dad
& Me campaign by adding service-related
activities that will allow dads and their kids
opportunities to give back to their community, together,” says Barzi. Making a difference in the community is a priority for
Barzi’s wife as well. Amanda Fowler, the
executive director of Global Corporate Giving for Edwards Lifesciences and fellow
UCI alum, shares her husband’s philanthropic mindset. “Both of our careers are
built on supporting those in need,” says
Amanda proudly, “and together, we make
sure that our family is engaged and aware of
what we do, including taking the time to
volunteer as a family.”
Barzi reveres his role as Dad. Like many
of his peers, he is a modern-day Superman,
g ving his all everyday. He fires on all cylinders while striving to be as engaged at home as he is at work and at play. As each
major milestone passes in his children’s lives, he continues to
crush traditional societal norms and stereotypes. From his running point at 5AM feedings to teaching his boys the perfect
football spiral, he moves confidently in and out of preconceived parental gender roles.
However, unlike Superman, Barzi and his contemporaries would never be caught dead wearing a cape.
His uniform of choice: the classic t-shirt. Indeed,
one of fodada’s best sellers is the perfect tshirt—comfortable, durable, sleek, and sexy.
As president and CEO behind the world’s
greatest dad-wear, Barzi is the driving
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force behind a line that makes sure fathers
everywhere are “looking good while doing
good.” In addition to the perfect t-shirt,
fodada offers a complete (and cool) clothing
line worthy of the modern man while also
fostering a father’s personal health and wellness by promoting the irreplaceable bond
between father and child.

A GENEROUS HEART
Another cause near to Barzi’s heart is heart
disease, which fodada supports through its
Red Beanie Bond Campaign. According to
the American Heart Association, a man’s
risk for heart disease begins to rise greatly
starting at 45 years of age. Unfortunately,
half of the men who die suddenly of coronary heart disease—the most common type
of heart disease—have no previous symptoms. “Heart disease is the No.1 killer of
men—taking many a dad away from his
family much too soon,” says Barzi. “Fodada is committed to helping the American Heart Association fight heart
disease and to increasing awareness of
this incredibly important topic that
affects so many families and dads.”
Since its inception in 2012, the Red
Beanie Bond Campaign has distributed well over 12,000 bright-red, new-
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born beanies to AHA partner hospitals
at no cost to the hospitals or the families. “Once the newborn is brought to the
parents wearing a fodada red beanie, the
delivery nursing team will also hand one to
the father,” says Barzi. “The bright-red
beanies really get the attention of parents at
such a pivotal point in their lives—the
birth of their child.”
The beanies are also available
for sale to help finance the fodada
campaigns that celebrate and promote great dads, notes Barzi. “By putting a fodada red beanie on his baby,
or by wearing one himself, a dad
makes a statement that he values his
health, his future, and is committed
to being the best dad he can be—and
the best granddad!”
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The effervescent father adamantly believes that becoming a father changed his
life for the better. He says his fatherhood
journey has taught him to appreciate the
tremendous value of his relationship with
his children—and in doing so, has even
lowered his blood pressure. “My journey
isn’t necessarily representative of all dads,”
admits Barzi.
But Barzi hopes to instill his philosophy
about the importance of being a hands-on
parent to other fathers around the world.
Through his dedication and leadership,
fodada will continue to champion the
modern dad. “Fathers, like mothers, are
irreplaceable,” he says wisely. “We need to
be kind to ourselves and embrace a healthy
lifestyle for our family, no matter what.”
After all, any man can father a child, but it
takes a real man to be a dada. 
To learn more about partnering with fodada for
corporate gear or supporting its efforts, call
888.853.4768 or email contact@fodadawear.com.
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